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Introducing Choreo: The AI 
Chatbot That Helps You Dance

Choreo: AI chatbot for personalized dance routines, fun 

and easy for all levels.

Choreo is a dance app with AI technology that analyzes 

your music, style, and mood to create a unique dance 

routine. Simply choose a song and dance style, and let 

Choreo do the rest. It's like having a personal 

choreographer!



Choose Your Song, Style, and 
Mood

Choreo makes dancing easy for everyone. Pick a song, 

dance style, and mood to create a customized routine 

that matches your preferences.

Choreo's AI chatbot customizes your dance routine in 

real-time with varying speed, intensity, and complexity. 

Ideal for dance enthusiasts seeking to enhance their 

skills or have fun with friends.



Customize and Combine Your 

Dances

Choreo has endless options for dance styles and songs. 

Mix and match to create your own unique performance. 

Add some hip-hop to your salsa with ease.

Choreo simplifies dance customization and 

combination, allowing you to drag and adjust moves on a 

timeline for a unique, seamless performance suited for 

all skill levels.
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Share Your Dances with the 

World

Choreo lets you share dance creations across cultures 

and connect with like-minded dancers globally.

Choreo covers all genres of dance. Share on Instagram, 

TikTok or YouTube to inspire others.
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Try Choreo for Free Today

Discover Choreo, the AI chatbot that assists you in 

dancing! Try it for free today to experience the joy of 

dancing with AI technology.

Choreo creates a unique dance routine for you. Choose 

your song, style, mood and customize it to share on 

social media. Try it now!


